
To (ALL) Members of Council for the town of Creston: June 11, 2021

We (Owners of Property) request the Member of Council of Creston to seriously look into the following issues
on behalf of ALL property owners/renters that lives on and nearby 10 Avenue.
The issues are:

I — Traffic
2— Noise Pollution - from all the traffic. This is actually the Number I issue for a lot of us.
3 — Failing to STOP at the Stop signs, mostly at the bottom of Cavell Street.
4—Speeding

This letter collectively represents quite a few property owners/renters that live on 10 Avenue from Regina, lbbistson,
Scott, and Cavell. THIS AVENUE has become well known in Creston as a SHORTCUT to avoid the few traffic lights that
Creston has in the downtown core. It has never been this bad and only getting worst by the day.

Over the year the traffic on lO~ Avenue has increase substantially and the amount of NOISE pollution has increased
considerably more than lust the increase in traffic, even though the population has increased modestly over the years.
Most trucks sound 3 if not more times louder than cars in good repair. Some truck sounds like that they do not even have
proper muffles and can be heard many blocks away as they gun it to race up 1 0th Avenue, let alone those vehicles that
are not in good repair.

Having those NON Working Speed Signs are, well, a joke. Having a 30 km speed limit is ignored by many, and having
the 3 way stop signs at the bottom of Cavell Street are treated as YIELD signs at best in all 3 directions. A concern is that
one of these days, a pedestrian will be hit and hurt seriously by a driver that refuses to acknowledge that the stop sign
means STOP, or drive at the posted speed. The insane noise driving up j0th Avenue can be downright disturbing/nerve
wracking at times and at night all the worst.

Some of us have done random checks and we have learned that the average amount of vehicles using 1 0th Avenue
during the week is about 3.5/4 cars/minutes. This is just an average and sometimes it can be as high as 8.5 vehicles per
minute for long durations at certain times during the day with the majority being trucks. Traffic usually starts at about
8:30am and continues to build through the day till about 5:30pm, then it finally starts to taper off. In those 9 hours, we
constantly have to listen daily to over 2000+ vehicles from a town that has only about 5300 people — how did this
become A Main Road Artery for the town of Creston? And by no means is it that 10 Avenue is only used for 9 hours, so
the numbers of cars/day is much higher. We probably do not have to invite any council member to come and stand on
~ avenue and listen for a ha!f hour in how loud and disturbing it is to us, since you most likely know.

A lot of us think that a solution is turning ~ Avenue into a one-way going just Northbound (downhill). A minor
inconvenience to the town and even to us that live in the area. This solution, theoretically would reduce the traffic by
50%, but it would most likely reduce the NOISE POLLUTION close to 90% since they will not be going uphill. So loud is it
that we find ourselves more in our homes with the windows and doors closed, the Won, or music playing just to drown
out the constant traffic noise — this is not a solution and just adds more Noise Pollution for us. There is next to no
enjoyment in being outside with friends/family or simply talking to the neighbors, let alone trying to read a book, or even
doing simple tasks/yardwork. We find ourselves avoiding doing these simple everyday enjoyments during the heavy
traffic hours. This is not right, or to us, acceptable! It would also beneficially reduce traffic and noise in the surrounding
neighborhood, since they cannot use those areas as additional shortcuts in both directions any longer, too! Reducing
traffic by 50% would be a great step in dealing with all the unnecessary traffic in the area and would make it much safer
for all of us that walk along it.

Also, having 1 0th Avenue one-way will now force people to STOP, since 0~ Ave would have a Yield or the right away,
while the other 2 STOP sign cannot be ignored for people traveling to and from 1 1th Avenue.
(Installing proper speed bumps might persuade people to avoid using 1 0th Avenue as their daily shortcut. But they would
only work if they are actually speed bumps and not like the ones near the hospital which you really you cannot tell that
they are speed bumps in the first place).

Sure the police could start to show a greater presence, and ticket people for speeding, failing to stop, and do simple
vehicle inspections would most likely help reduce some traffic and the noise on a temporary basis. This would not be a
fix to the problem, and personally, not a great use of their time.

We implore the Town Councils to seriously look in helping the residents in this area!

In kind regards, we thank you in advance, in taking this issue seriously and implementing a viable solution in a timely
manner....

Phone Number:



To Whom It May Concern,

If you like what you have just read, and agree, please sign and provide your phone number and mail or drop this letter off
at the town hall. If you have any other concern and/or thoughts, or would like to write something in your own words,
please do so. The more of us that sign this or your letter and send it in, then the members of council will have to
implement something more than putting up additional broken digital signs, or more reduce speed limit signs that will not
deter anyone from people from using 10th Avenue as their daily shortcut to save a minute or 2 to their commute.

Ignore it, then we all have to accept that we live in an area that will most likely get much worst with traffic and the noise
that comes with it, and sadly a most likely a lower selling price if you ever decide to move.

Personally speaking, we are more than just slightly embarrass in having acquaintance’s!friends over for dinner or drinks
and have them listen to what we have to listen daily and explain when they ask, ‘why do we live here’I In fact, we avoid in
hosting anything at our place.

We love the area and the people in the area, and if we can make it better by just reducing the traffic and noise, it will be a
huge benefit in living in this area....

Please copy this letter and give it to your neighbors for we do not have the time to do this all by our self, let alone get this
to all the other households in the vicinity that also might agree that SOMETHING needs to be done now and not later.
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To the Members of Council that represent the town of Creston: June 14, 2021

I agree with the above letter.

But before I add my thoughts and feelings to the above letter, I would like to share who lam first. My name is Tim Zibrowski and
I have moved down to Creston from Edmonton back in April of this year. We bought the house located on 919 Cavell street at the
bottom of 10th avenue. Our plan is to start a small business in Creston that caters to a specific athletic crowd of all ages that are
more than willing to pay for this service. Our clientele would consist all out of town guests, people that likely that has never been
to Creston before. Like all business, we were going to start small, find a suitable vacant building, setup, work out the kinks, and
then take it to its full potential and probably employee 15 to 25 people by 2023. Donna McKay, my better half, also wants to start
a side business that would cater strictly to the town of Creston. She is a professional personal trainer/yoga instructor/fitness
lifestyle coach/nutritionist/etc. We were planning a start the main business in the spring of 2022.

Now to the letter. IF we knew that the traffic was this horrendous, we would have NEVER bought the house. When we asked the
realtor about the traffic, she said that it slightly busy with people going to work and from work at the end of the day. Flat out lie
just to make a sale!!! The house was listed cheaperthan other homes in Creston, but now in retrospect, I can see now why this
was, it was not worth the steep price that we paid.

I usually wear my noise cancelling headphones at night for all the diesel trucks or vehicles that are should not be allowed on the
road has woken me up on numerous occasions. I only sit on the deck in the early morning 6:00 am or after 8:00 pm when the
traffic is not so bad. I do rely on having my stereo turned on during the day and into the evening to drown out the constant and
steady traffic noise. Talking to the neighbors during the day consist of, stopping the conversation mid-sentence, wait for the truck
to try to make it up the hill, then continue, or ask them to repeat what they had just said on a constant basis.

The stop signs are ignored but the majority and should be removed. I have to yield to all that fail to stop at the stop signs, since I
have to back onto 10th Avenue at the bottom of the hill. I have had already have had more than a few close calls in being hit while
backing onto the road.

I do not agree with the police statement ‘it is not a great use of their time’. It is part of theirjob/duty to enforce compliance of
the rules of the road. They would make a killing on the bottom of Cavell Street for all the people that fail to stop in all directions
and the 30km zone is treated like a 50 to 60km in both directions. They probably would fulfill their budget for the year within a
week or 2 if they were doing theirjob for traffic violations! If the police in Creston also did basic vehicle and excessive emission
checks, they would most likely remove 10-15% of the vehicles off the road within the first few weeks — the amount of beaters that
are ALLOWED on the road - wow. The ones that I see daily most likely spew out more toxic and noxious fumes that having all
vehicle abide to the — “Creston is a no ideal zone”, so having those signs up is pointless to me since those beaters are allowed to
roam freely and pollute Creston daily which just shows a lack of direction/enforcement in helping make the air quality better.
There is one that I see occasionally that most likely spews out so much pollution that it equals to 200 to 300 cars that are fit to be
on the road! And yet he is allowed to pollute as much as he wants to his heart content?

Also, the male and female that uses their wheelchairs daily on 10th Avenue will be clipped or hit one of these days. I have seen
TWICE where cars will still pass them, not waiting for the other vehicle coming from the opposite direction yield to him or the
other vehicle. I guess the 1-meter rule does not apply. For the love of GOD, they are in a wheelchair! THEY are treated like they
are a nuance for being on the road and should not be on the road— shame to the whole town of Creston! There are also more
than a few older people with canes and walkers that trudge up and down the road, too.

But all pedestrians and handicap people have no choice but to be in on the road for there are no sidewalks and hope for the best
that they do not get hurt. Why would the town of Creston allow this for pedestrians and the handicap to be forced on this very
busy road at their own peril? The town council has a duty to keep ALL safe from unnecessary harm. This is far from the only Street
that does not have sidewalks and not having them on an extremely busy street is just plain crazy (This letter is my opinion and in
no way to be construed of being disrespectful to any pastor current council member, and I have strong feelings In how people
in need are neglected or treated). How has the town civil engineer miss this hazard for this long?

Speed bumps? Would help but they have to be speedbumps that forces people to slow down, mostly the ones driving 4x4’s, but
you would need to put in quite a few, since if its only 1 or 2, you just push the problem farther away and not solve it.
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Road Barriers? They do work if placed in the right places but needs to be more than just one or two. The point of them, it forces
people to actually slowdown when there is another vehicle coming in the opposite direction, but do very little when there is no
vehicle coming in the opposite direction. Edmonton has them in certain busy roadways in residential areas.

One way? This would work and help in suppressing the short cutters, but would traffic increase going in the one direction? If it
does, it would still be a blessing and a lot less noisy going downhill only. I do agree that noise that trucks create are equivalent to
3 or 4 cars, so in essence the traffic is closer to 4000+ per day. It will also solve the problem with people not stopping since they
have no choice since they do not have the right-of-way at the bottom of the hill.

Another option - closing a portion of 10th Avenue and turning it into a ‘Urban Road Pathway for bikers, joggers, walkers, the one
that uses their wheelchair, canes and walkers, etc, since there is a beautiful large Natural park that starts near the bottom of
CavelI street, I know that Seattle has implemented this at a great success for they recently took a major Shortcut Road well used
by well over 20,000+ vehicles/day and closed it to become an urban renewal pedestrian walkway. They just did it with basically
very little warning and all was well with no backlash from the people.

Edmonton has done this too, to great success when they closed Kieler Road many years ago that had become a major shortcut
and has turned to become one of the busiest urban walkways in Canada. The signs went up one night, informing the drivers that
this road will be closing next weekend and it was done to great fanfare, too. No plebiscite, no debate, no vote, the council just did
it.

I do not think anyone that I have met over the last few months would have any issue with the increase of pedestrian/bikers/
joggers in the area and besides, Creston can use more uninterrupted parkways/paths for fitness/nature lovers. I have taken the
Devon trail, but you have to yield and cross roads or private driveways constantly to continue on the path that is not that terrible
long in the first place.

Please look into this traffic matter seriously and take charge of this growing nuisance in a swift/timely manner and the
unnecessary dangers that it represents to all people of Creston. I have no idea if anyone has been seriously hurt, but that does
not make this Avenue all the less hazardous. From what I can tell to the people that I have talked to in the area, the people are
scared in — rocking the boat or saying anything at all? My reply to all of them, “are you serious?”

It is officially 7.36 am and already 9 loud trucks have rudely raced up avenue, as well as the numerous cars in both directions.
So traffic does start earlier than the stated 8:30 am during the weekdays.

One last thing, I would like to commend the town to all the doggy bags supplied, for it does work in
having people pick up after their pooches....

Withm~
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To (ALL) Members of Council for the town of Creston: June 11, 2021 

We (Owners of Property) request the Member of Council of Creston to seriously look into the following issues 
on behalf of ALL property owners/renters that lives on and nearby 10 Avenue. Flle:._,_,,, ___ -:----
The issues are: f;,t-{b0-O\ 

1 - Traffic ILJN 1 6 2021 2 - Noise Pollution - from all the traffic. This is actually the Number 1 issue for a lot of us'. 
3 - Failing to STOP at the Stop signs, mostly at the bottom of Cavell Street. 
4-Speeding Action;, _______ _ 

This letter collectively represents quite a few property owners/renters that live on 10 Avenue from Regina, lbbistson, 
Scott, and Gavell. THIS AVENUE has become well known in Creston as a SHORTCUT to avoid the few traffic lights that 
Creston has in the downtown core. It has never been this bad and only getting worst by the day. 

Over the year the traffic on 10th Avenue has increase substantially and the amount of NOISE pollution has increased 
considerably more than just the increase in traffic, even though the population has increased modestly over the years. 
Most trucks sound 3 if not more times louder than cars in good repair. Some truck sounds like that they do not even have 
proper muffles and can be heard many blocks away as they gun it to race up 1 oth Avenue, let alone those vehicles that 
are not in good repair. 

Having those NON Working Speed Signs are, well, a joke. Having a 30 km speed limit is ignored by many, and having
the 3 way stop signs at the bottom of Cavel! Street are treated as YIELD signs at best in all 3 directions. A concern is that 
one of these days, a pedestrian will be hit and hurt seriously by a driver that refuses to acknowledge that the stop sign 
means STOP, or drive at the posted speed. The insane noise driving up 10th Avenue can be downright disturbing/nerve 
wracking at times and at night all the worst. 

Some of us have done random checks and we have learned that the average amount of vehicles using 1 oth Avenue 
during the week is about 3.5/4 cars/minutes. This is just an average and sometimes it can be as high as 8.5 vehicles per 
minute for long durations at certain times during the day with the majority being trucks. Traffic usually starts at about 
8:30am and continues to build through the day till about 5:30pm, then it finally starts to taper off. In those 9 hours, we 
constantly have to listen daily to over 2000+ vehicles from a town that has only about 5300 people - how did this 
become A Main Road Artery for the town of Creston? And by no means is it that 10 Avenue is only used for 9 hours, so 
the numbers of cars/day is much higher. We probably do not have to invite any council member to come and stand on 
10th avenue and listen for a half hour in how loud and disturbing it is to us, since you most likely know. 

A lot of us think that a solution is turning 10th Avenue into a one-way going just Northbound (downhill). A minor 
inconvenience to the town and even to us that live in the area. This solution, theoretically would reduce the traffic by 
50%, but it would most likely reduce the NOISE POLLUTION close to 90% since they will not be going uphill. So loud is it 
that we find ourselves more in our homes with the windows and doors closed, the TV on, or music playing just to drown 
out the constant traffic noise - this is not a solution and just adds more Noise Pollution for us. There is next to no 
enjoyment in being outside with friends/family or simply talking to the neighbors, let alone trying to read a book, or even 
doing simple tasks/yardwork. We find ourselves avoiding doing these simple everyday enjoyments during the heavy 
traffic hours. This is not right, or to us, acceptable! It would also beneficially reduce traffic and noise in the surrounding 
neighborhood, since they cannot use those areas as additional shortcuts in both directions any longer, too! Reducing 
traffic by 50% would be a great step in dealing with all the unnecessary traffic in the area and would make it much safer 
for all of us that walk along it. 

Also, having 10th Avenue one-way will now force people to STOP, since 10th Ave would have a Yield or the right away, 
while the other 2 STOP sign cannot be ignored for people traveling to and from 11th Avenue. 
(Installing proper speed bumps might persuade people to avoid using 10th Avenue as their daily shortcut. But they would 
only work if they are actually speed bumps and not like the ones near the hospital which you really you cannot tell that 
they are speed bumps in the first place). 

Sure the police could start to show a greater presence, and ticket people for speeding, failing to stop, and do simple 
vehicle inspections would most likely help reduce some traffic and the noise on a temporary basis. This would not be a 
fix to the problem, and personally, not a great use of their time. 

We implore the Town Councils to seriously look in helping the residents in this area! 
➔ 

In kind regards, we thank you in advance, in taking this issue seriously and implementing a viable solution in a timely 
manner .... 

ovc-✓.? 

Phone Number: 
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To th& i•layor and Council, 
I agr0e with my n.iighhour about thlil probl<ilmi:; of 10th Ann'-ie., North but I do not entir€ly " 

agree with his solutions. 

I !'eel thi!.t the only solulion to the speeJing on this street is two :,ets or speed bumps. 

Pl.ias.i n,s.koi them speed bUlllps, not ripples. fut the first set betwe.-n Murdock and Aldlilr 

and the s.ieond bliltween Scott and Ibbotson, That should slow do�n the ve hieles. 

My pet peave is the noise o!' some vehi,les- usually pick-ups �ut not alw&ys. When I 

first arrived in the valley, I had a ear with a faulty tail light. I was always gliltti.ng 

a warning ticket for a faulty vehiele and was given 48 hours to get it fixed or else. I 

never did find out what the 1 or else' was. The poliee must haw the power to pull a 

vehich off the road if it does not meet roa.d safe conditions, includd.ng fauilty 

Quf!lers. full a few of the ears off the road and other pQOple should get the hint, 

p&rti.eula.rly if it was announud in the pap11r what was happening. 

Something has to b.i done about noisy ,.ihieles. When I sit out on my deek, we h&vlil to 

stop talking ·.,rh.in soi.Iii of the.Ee vehicles go by. We cannot h&e.r ourselves think, r:uc� 

less carry on � conversation. I a.m. &JJnost at. the point wheril I.'11 going to have to put 

my hous.i on the market. Two minutes ou� on my deek and the valu.i of the house will 
,' 

drop im.n9ns9ly. Please do somothing. (, ""'��--�-1'-----cdihr1...1.od 
 19th Ave.N (on Heart-Attack Hill) 

JUN 1 6 2021
Action: -...( o C 

' 
(UJfl'.l(4 lJ --�- clL' �,



To (ALL) Membeis of Council foi the town of C;eston: june 11, 2021 

We (Owners of Property) request the Member of Council of Creston to seriously look into the following issues 
on behalf of ALL property owners/renters that lives on and nearby 10 Avenue . 
..... , __ : ______ -·--· 
I IIG 1�'11UO"-:J QI�. 

1 - Traffic 
2 - Noise Poilution - from ail the traffic. This is actually the Number 1 issue for a lot of us. 
3 - l=ailinn to STOP ;:it thP. Stnn s:inns: mnc:th, ,,.t th,r:,, hnttnm nf �"""""" �fr,r:,,,r:,,t 

- • - � ,I 
• -· - - ·- - -- - - - - - + - -- - - -- - -- - - --

4-Speecling

This lettei collectively represents quite a few prnperty owners/renters that live on 10 Avenue from Reqina, lbbistson, 
Scott. anrl C,:ive!I. THIS AVENUE has become we!! known in Creston as a SHORTCUT to avoid the few traffic lights that 
Creston has in the downtown core. It has never been this bad and only getting worst by the day. 

Ovei the yea; the traffic on 10th Avenue l1as increase suL>stantiaiiy and the amount of NOiSE poiiution has increased 
r.nnsirlAr8bly more than just the increase in traffic, even though the popu!ation has increased modest!y over the years. 
Most trucks sound 3 if not more times louder than cars in good repair. Some truck sounds like that they do not even have 
proper m1Jffles and can be heard many blocks away as they gun it to race up 1 oth .A.venue, let alone those vehic!es that 
a, 1:: 11uL i,, !:JUUU , ef.Jall. 

Having those NON Working Speed Signs are, well, a joke. Having a 30 km speed limit is ignored by many, and having 
th� � v.,:::.�, �•";.' �!��� et the �0tt0!:! 0f C?.'.1t:!! St�eet ?.re !r'?�!�c! 2s Y!!::!_!) s!g�� 2! t'e�! !� 2!! 3 �i!'"e!:!i()r:�. f\ s�!:se:--;: i� !��! 
oi-,e of these dc:1y::;, c:1 µede::;tric:1ri wiii be hit and hurt seriousiy by a driver that refuses to acknowiedge that the stop sign 
means STOP, or drive at the posted speed. The insane noise driving up 1 oth Avenue can be downright disturbing/nerve 
wiacking at times and at night aii the worst. 

Some of us have done random checks and we have learned that the average amount of vehicles using 1 oth Avenue 
during the week is ahout 3 5/4 cars/minutes. This is just an average and sometimes it can be as high as 8. 5 vehicles per 
111i11u[1:: 1u1 iu11y uu, a[iu11� ai l;e1 iai11 ii, 11e::; uu1 ir1y ii 1e Liay wiir1 ihe rnajori1y being 1rucks. Traffic usuai1y smrts m aoout 
8:30am and continues to build through the day till about 5:30pm, then it finally starts to taper off. In those 9 hours, we 
constantly have to listen daily to over 2000+ vehicles from a town that has only about 5300 people - how did this 
hP.r.nmP A f\11�in Rn:::.rl Art�'!' fnr thi:;l !0'.A.,� of Cr'?'3t0�? _ll_:!,j �j' !:0 r!:e��s !� !t !�2! � 0 .l\.,_1e!:!...!'2 !� ()!:!�' !...!��� fS':-- 9 ���:--�, s:
the numbers of cars/day is much higher. 'vVe µrubabiy do not have to invite any councii member to come and stand on 
10th avenue and listen for a half hour in how loud and disturbing it is to us, since you most likely know. 

A lot of us think th:::it :::i solution is turning 10th .Avenue into a one-way going just Northbound (downhi!!). /\ minor 
inconvenience to the town and even to us that live in the area. This solution. theoretically would reduce the traffic by 
50%, but it would most likely reduce the NOISE POLLUT!ON c!ose to 90% since they wi!! not be going uphil!. So !cud is it 
t�,a, ... s ,;,-,J uu, ::,0:::1 ve::, 11,u, e i11 uu, i 1u111e::; wiii, ii 1e wi11uuws anci cioors cioseci, the TV on, or music p1av1nq 1ust to arown 
out the constant traffic noise - this is not a solution and just adds more Noise Pollution for us. There is next to no 
enjoyment in being outside with friends/family or simply talking to the neighbors, let alone trying to read a book, or even 
rlninn �imnlP. t�c:k�/v�rrhAtnrk \A/,:,. finn "' ,rc:oluoc: �\/f"\irHnrt rlninr, +hoco cin,nlo C\\IO,.,,,..,'=I\/ nniJ""\\ln-,J""\nf,r, '°'' , ... i ......... ♦h- h ..-. ,-,, .. ' 
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t,affic houis. This is not eight, or io u::;, c:1c1.;eptabie! it wouid aiso beneficiaiiy reduce traffic and noise in the surrounding 
neighborhood, since they cannot use those areas as additional shortcuts in both directions any longer, too! Reducing 
tiaffic by 50% would be a great step in dealing with aii the unnecessarv traffic in the area and wouid make it much safer 
for all of us th,:it wa!k along it 

Also, having 10111 AvAnue one-way will now force peop!e to STOP, since 10th l'-.ve would have a Yie!d or the right away, 
vv,-,;;,:; LI 18 uii lt::I 2 ST Or ::;i!:JI I lji:jf II ,ui ue iyr IUI eci fur peopie 1rave11ng to ana from ·1 ·1 ;;, Avenue. 
(Installing proper speed bumps might persuade people to avoid using 1 oth Avenue as their daily shortcut. But they would 
only work if they are actually speed bumps and not like the ones near the hospital which vou really you cannot tell that 
th A\/ ::irP. �nP.Prl h1 1mn� in th,:, fir�t nh:,rc \ 

.I I I • - • 1- • -• - - / • 

Sure the police could start to show a greater presence, and ticket people for speeding, failing to stop, and do simple 
vehicle inspections would most likely i1eip reduce some traffic and the noise on a iemporarv basis. This would not be a 
fix to thA problem, and persona!!y, not a great use of their time. 

We implore the Town Councils to serious!y !ook in helping the residents in this area' 

In kind regards, we thank you in advance, in taking this issue seriously and implementing a viable solution in a timely 
manner .... 

Phone Number:  



To (ALL) Members of Council for the town of Creston: June 11, 2021 

We (Owners of Property) request the Member of Council of Creston to seriously look inRlethe foUnwjng iss• •es 
on behalf of ALL property owners/renters that lives on and nearby 10 Avenue. 
The issues are: 

1 - Traffic .JUN 1 6 2021

2 - Noise Pollution - from all the traffic. This is actually the Number 1 issue for a lot of us. 
3 - Failin� to STOP at the Stop signs, mostly at the bottom:-pf Cavell Street. Action: ( 0 v.. 

Y\ C,'\., \ :X;}. _ 
..M

� _ -z I
4-Speedmg SY�0-O\ 

This letter collectively represents quite a few property owners/renters that live on 10 Avenue from Regina, lbbistson, 
Scott, and Cavell. THIS AVENUE has become well known in Creston as a SHORTCUT to avoid the few traffic lights that 
Creston has in the downtown core. It has never been this bad and only getting worst by the day. 

Over the year the traffic on 10th Avenue has increase substantially and ,the amount of NOISE pollution has increased 
considerably more than just the increase in traffic, even though the population has increased modestly over the years. 
Most trucks sound 3 if not more times louder than cars in good repair. Some truck sounds like that they do not even have 
proper muffles and can be heard many blocks away as they gun it to race up 10th Avenue, let alone those vehicles that 
are not in good repair. 

Having those NON Working Speed Signs are, well, a joke. Having a 30 km speed limit is ignored by many, and having 
the 3 way stop signs at the bottom of Cavell Street are treated as YIELD signs at best in all 3 directions. A concern is that 
one of these days, a pedestrian will be hit and hurt seriously by a driver that refuses to acknowledge that the stop sign 
means STOP, or drive at the posted speed. The insane noise driving up 1 Qth Avenue can be downright disturbing/nerve 
wracking at times and at night all the worst. 

Some of us have done random checks and we have learned that the average amount of vehicles using 1 oth Avenue 
during the week is about 3.5/4 cars/minutes. This is just an average and sometimes it can be as high as 8.5 vehicles per 
minute for long durations at certain times during the day with the majority being trucks. Traffic usually starts at about 
8:30am and continues to build through the day till about 5:30pm, then it finally starts to taper off. In those 9 hours, we 
constantly have to listen daily to over 2000+ vehicles from a town that has only about 5300 people - how did this 
become A Main Road Artery for the town of Creston? And by no means is it that 10 Avenue is only used for 9 hours, so 
the numbers of cars/day is much higher. We probably do not have to invite any council member to come and stand on 
10th avenue and listen for a half hour in how loud and disturbing it is to us, since you most likely know. 

A lot of us think that a solution is turning 10th Avenue into a one-way going just Northbound (downhill). A minor 
inconvenience to the town and even to us that live in the area. This solution, theoretically would reduce the traffic by 
50%, but it would most likely reduce the NOISE POLLUTION close to 90% since they will not be going uphill. So loud is it 
that we find ourselves more in our homes with the windows and doors closed, the TV on, or music playing just to drown 
out the constant traffic noise - this is not a solution and just adds more Noise Pollution for us. There is next to no 
enjoyment in being outside with friends/family or simply talking to the neighbors, let alone trying to read a book, or even 
doing simple tasks/yardwork. We find ourselves avoiding doing these simple everyday enjoyments during the heavy 
traffic hours. This is not right, or to us, acceptable! It would also beneficially reduce traffic and noise in the surrounding 
neighborhood, since they cannot use those areas as additional shortcuts in both directions any longer, too! Reducing 
traffic by 50% would be a great step in dealing with all the unnecessary traffic in the area and would make it much safer 
for all of us that walk along it. 

Also, having 10th Avenue one-way will now force people to STOP, since 10th Ave would have a Yield or the right away, 
while the other 2 STOP sign cannot be ignored for people traveling to and from 11th Avenue. 
(Installing proper speed bumps might persuade people to avoid using 1 Qth Avenue as their daily shortcut. But they would 
only work if they are actually speed bumps and not like the ones near the hospital which you really you cannot tell that 
they are speed bumps in the first place). 

Sure the police could start to show a greater presence, and ticket people for speeding, failing to stop, and do simple 
vehicle inspections would most likely help reduce some traffic and the noise on a temporary basis. This would not be a 
fix to the problem, and personally, not a great use of their time. 

We implore the Town Councils to seriously look in helping the residents in this area! 

dvance, in taking this issue seriously and implementing a viable solution in a timely 

Phone Number:  



To (ALL) Members of Council for the town of Creston: June 11, 2021 

We (Owners of Property) request the Member of Council of Creston to seriously look h&!he following issues 
on behalf of ALL property owners/renters that lives on and nearby 10 Avenue. & "{(oc, - o \
The iss�e� ;�c JUN 1 6 2021 

2 - Noise Pollution - from all the traffic. This is actually the Number 1 issue for a lot .Q! us. 
3- FaPing to STOP at the Stop signs, mostty at the bottom of Cavell Street. Action: 1 ° Ca 11\/ cl t
4- Speeding z:z..- ,_)1...1."'--- - -Z.l 

This letter collectively represents quite a few property owners/renters that live on 1 O Avenue from Regina, lbbistson,
Scott, and Cavell. THIS AVENUE has become well known in Creston as a SHORTCUT to avoid the few traffic lights that 
Creston has in the downtown core. It has never been this bad and only getting worst by the day. 

Over the year the traffic on 10th Avenue has increase substantially and the amount of NOISE pollution has increased 
considerably more than just tr1e increase in traffic, even though the population has increased modestly over the years. 
Most trucks sound 3 if not more times louder than cars in good repair. Some truck sounds like that they do not even have 
proper muffles and can be heard many blocks away as they gun it to race up 10th Avenue, let alone those vehicles that 
are not in good repair. 

Having those NON Working Speed Signs are, well, a joke. Having a 30 km speed limit is ignored by many, and having 
the 3 way stop signs at the bottom of Cavell Street are treated as YIELD signs at best in all 3 directions. A concern is that
one of these da� 1s, a pedestrian will be hit and hurt seriously by a driver that refuses to acknowledge that the stop sign 
means STOP, o. drive at the posted speed. The insane noise driving up 10th Avenue can be downright disturbing/nerve 
wracking at times and at night all the worst. 

Some of us have done random checks and we have learned that the average amount of vehicles using 10th Avenue 
during the week is about 3.5/4 cars/minutes. This is just an average and sometimes it can be as high as 8.5 vehicles per 
minute for long durations at certain times during the day with the majority being trucks. Traffic usually starts at about 
8:30am and continues to build through the day till about 5:30pm, then it finally starts to taper off. In those 9 hours, we 
constantly have to listen daily to over 2000+ vehicles from a town that has only about 5300 people - how did this 
become A Main Road Artery for the town of Creston? And by no means is it that 10 Avenue is only used for 9 hours, so 
the numbers of cars/day is much higher. We probably do not have to invite any council member to come and stand on 
1 Q1h avenue and listen for a half hour in how loud and disturbing it is to us, since. you most likely know. 

A lot of us think that a solution is turning 10th Avenue into a one-way going just Northbound (downhill). A minor 
inconvenience to the town and even to us that live in the area. This solution, theoretically would reduce the traffic by 
50%, but it would most likely reduce the NOISE POLLUTION close to 90% since they will not be going uphill. So loud is it 
that we find ours, ,Ives more in our homes with the windows and doors closed, the TV on, or music playing just to drown 
out the constant traffic noise - this is not a solution and just adds more Noise Pollution for us. There is next to no 
enjoyment in being outside with friends/family or simply talking to the neighbors, let alone trying to read a book, or even 
doing simple tasks/yardwork. We find ourselves avoiding doing these simple everyday enjoyments during the heavy 
traffic hours. This is not right, or to us, acceptable! It would also beneficially reduce traffic and noise in the surrounding 
neighborhood, since they cannot use those areas as additional shortcuts in both directions any longer, too! Reducing 
traffic by 50% would be a great step in dealing with all the unnecessary traffic in the area and would make it much safer 
for all of us that walk along it. 

Also, having 10th Avenue one-way will now force people to STOP, since 10th Ave would have a Yield or the right away, 
while the other 2 STOP sign cannot be ignored for people traveling to and from 11th Avenue.
(Installing proper speed bumps might persuade people to avoid using 10th Avenl./8 as their daily shortcut. But they would 
only work if they are actually speed bumps and not like the ones near the hospital which you really you cannot tell that 
they are speed bumps in the first place). 

Sure the police cc-uld start to show a greater presence, and ticket people for speeding, failing to stop, and do simple 
vehicle inspectionJ would most likely help reduce some traffic and the noise on a temporary basis. This would not be a 
fix to the problem, and personally, not a great use of their time. 

We implore the Town Councils to seriously look in helping the residents in this area! 

In kind regards, we thank you in advance, in taking this issue seriously and implementing a viable solution in a timely 
manner .... 

L) r"\ 17 IZ. 11 /I -MI - .A_r     · 
Regards, o-vA-J'-,... fl-rut-v\ ,_,_.,,. Phone Number: ,:,1...:. - '+ 
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